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A b s t r a c t  

In this paper we focus on the problem of designing very fast parallel algorithms for the planar convex hull 
problem that achieve the optimal O(n log H) work-bound for input size n and output size H. Our algorithms 
are designed for the arbitrary CRCW PRAM model. 

We first describe a very simple ©(log n log H) time optimal deterministic algorithm for the planar hulls which 
is an improvement over the previously known ~(log 2 n) time algorithm for small outputs. For larger values of 
H, we can achieve a running time of ©(log n log log n) steps with optimal work. 

We also present a fast randomized algorithm that runs in expected time ©(log H-  log log n) and does optimal 
O(nlogH)  work. For logH = ~2(log log n), we can achieve the optimal running time of O(log H) while 
simultaneously keeping the work optimal. When log H is o(log n), our results improve upon the previously best 
known ©(log n) expected time randomized algorithm of Ghouse and Goodrich. The randomized algorithms do 
not assume any input distribution and the running times hold with high probability. © 1997 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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1.  I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Given a set S = {P l ,P2 , . . .  ,pn} of n points, the convex hull of  S is the smallest convex polygon 
containing all the points of S. The convex hull problem is to determine the ordered list CH(S)  C_ S 
defining the boundary of  the convex hull of S. 

The problem of constructing the convex hull has attracted a great deal of attention from the inception 
of computational geometry. Several sequential algorithms have been proposed for planar hull with the 
worst case time bound O(n log n) [22,30,31]. As the problem of sorting can be reduced to the convex 
hull problem, this is worst case optimal [38]. However, this is true only if the output size, i.e., the 
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number of vertices on the hull, is large. More specifically, the time-bound of ®(n log n) is tight when 
the ordered output size is f~(n). When the output size is much smaller, say constant, it is easy to 
design an O(n) algorithm like Jarvis' March. This algorithm actually solves the problem in O(nH) 
time, where H is the output size. Kirkpatrick and Seidel [28] designed an algorithm with a worst 
case time complexity O ( n l o g H ) .  They also showed that this is asymptotically optimal when the 
complexity is measured in terms of both the input and the output sizes (also see [27]). However, 
their algorithm is quite complex and is rarely used in practice. Chan et al. [9] discovered a simplified 
version of Kirkpatrick and Seidel's algorithm that is more practical to implement. Very recently Chan 
[8] presented a very elegant approach for output sensitive construction of convex hulls using ray- 
shooting that achieves O(n log H) running time. 

1.1. Parallel algorithms 

The primary objective of designing parallel algorithms is to obtain very fast solutions to problems 
keeping the total work (the processor-time product) close to the best sequential algorithms. For example 
if S(n) is the best known sequential time complexity for input size n, then we aim for a parallel 
algorithm with P(n) processors and T(n) running time that minimizes T(n) while keeping the work 
P(n) • T(n) close to O(S(n)). A parallel algorithm that actually does total work O(S(n)) is called a 
work-optimal or simply an optimal algorithm. Simultaneously, if the algorithm also matches the time 
lower bound then it is the best possible (asymptotically). 

The fastest possible time-bound clearly depends on the parallel machine model. For example, in the 
case of CREW model, the convex hull cannot be constructed faster than O(log n) time, irrespective of 
the output-size because of an f2(log n) bound for computing maximum (minimum). The above bound 
does not apply to the CRCW model. For a stronger model, Sen [36] has obtained exact trade-off 
between number of processors and possible speed-up for a wide range of problems in computational 
geometry. For convex hulls, Lemma 1.1 is shown. 

Lemma 1.1 [36]. Any randomized algorithm in the parallel decision tree model for constructing 
convex hull of n points and output-size H, has a parallel time-bound of f~(log H/log k) using kn 
processors, k ~ 1 in the worst case. 

In other words, for super-linear number of processors, a proportional speed-up is not achievable and 
hence these parallel algorithms cannot be considered efficient. The best or the ultimate that one can 
hope for under the circumstances is an algorithm that achieves O(log H) time using n processors. 

The result of this paper makes progress towards achieving this end. It may be noted that, although 
we use the CRCW model, we do not make use of its full arithmetic instruction set and as such it is 
weaker than the parallel decision tree model. The parallel complexity of a problem is arguably better 
understood in this framework where communication is not a serious bottleneck. 

1.2. Previous results 

For planar hulls, in the context of PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) model, there exist 
a number of algorithms with O(logn) running time and O(nlog n) operations [1,5,6,33]. These are 
known to be worst case optimal in the CREW model. Akl [2] describes an output-sensitive algorithm 
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for this problem which is optimal for number of processors bounded by O(nZ), 0 < z < 1. Deng 
[16] describes an algorithm that runs in O(logn) parallel time using n / l o g n  processors when H is 
constant. The fastest O(n log H) work-optimal parallel algorithms have running times of O(log 2 n) and 
O(log n) in deterministic and randomized CRCW models respectively (Ghouse and Goodrich [18]). 

1.3. Our results and methods 

We present algorithms whose running times are output-sensitive even in the sublogarithmic time- 
range while keeping the work optimal. For designing fast output-sensitive algorithms, we have to cope 
with the problem that the output-size is an unknown parameter. Moreover, we also have to rapidly 
eliminate input points that do not contribute to the final output without incurring a high cost. The 
two most successful approaches used in the sequential context, namely gift-wrapping (or ray-shooting 
approach of Chan) and divide-and-conquer do not translate into fast parallel algorithms. By 'fast' we 
imply O(log H) or something very close. The gift-wrapping (or ray-shooting) is inherently sequential 
taking about O(H)  sequential phases. Even the divide-and-conquer method is not particularly effective 
as it cannot divide the output evenly - in fact this aspect is crux of the difficulty of designing fast 
output-sensitive algorithms that run in O(log H) time. 

We first describe a deterministic O(log n log H) time CRCW algorithm that does optimal work. This 
algorithm is based on an optimal sequential algorithm of Chan et al. [9] - an identical bound can be 
achieved by using the approach of Kirkpatrick and Seidel instead. A straightforward parallelization 
would give an ~ ( l o g n -  poly(loglogn)) algorithm, which will be slower than our algorithm for 
H = o(log n). For larger output sizes, we can make the algorithm run in O(log n log log n) steps. It 
may be noted here that the O(log n) expected time algorithm of Ghouse and Goodrich was based on 
the algorithm of Kirkpatrick and Seidel. 

In Section 3, we present fast randomized algorithms for the planar hulls. The fastest algorithm runs 
in O(log H) expected time using n processors for H > log c n, c > 0. The expected running times 
hold with high probability 2. For smaller output sizes, we present an algorithm that has an expected 
running time of O(log H • log log n) keeping the number of operations optimal. Therefore, for small 
output-sizes, our results improve the previously known bounds. 

Our randomized algorithms are based on an approach of Clarkson and Shor [13] - this gives us 
a work-optimal algorithm as a starting point. However, its efficient adaptation in the parallel context 
required a number of sophisticated techniques like bootstrapping and super-linear processors parallel 
algorithms, and very fine-tuned analysis. The basic method of [13] prunes away the redundant points 
efficiently to a stage where number of points is small enough to run the worst-case algorithms. This 
is not true for a parallel algorithm where one cannot obtain commensurate speed-up with processor 
advantage (Lemma 1.1). This is one of the first non-trivial applications of super-linear processor 
algorithms in computational geometry to obtain speed-up for a situation where initially there is no 
processor advantage. Our work establishes a close connection between fast output-sensitive parallel 
algorithms and super-linear processor algorithms. Consequently, our algorithms become increasingly 
faster than the previous algorithms as the output size decreases. We are not aware of any previous 

2 In this paper, the term high probability implies probability exceeding 1 - l /n c for any predetermined constant c where 
n is the input-size. The notation that will be used is 0 instead of 0 to denote that the bound holds with high probability. 
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work where the parallel algorithms speed-up optimally with output size in the sublogarithmic time 
domain. 

2. Deterministic algorithm for planar hulls 

In this section we present a deterministic algorithm to compute the planar hulls. We assume for 
simplicity that no two vertices collide on x or y coordinates. We construct the CH(S) in two parts, 
the upper hull UH(S) and the lower hull LH(S). We shall describe the procedure for upper hull only; 
the procedure for lower hull is identical and merging is trivial. 

Our algorithm uses the basic approach of [28]; however, we would like to minimize the number of 
stages required to reduce the total size of the problem sufficiently after which the problem is solved 
directly. Our presentation actually makes use of the simplification given in [9]. 

2.1. Algorithm 

1. Find p and q with smallest and largest z-coordinate respectively. 
If p ---- q then print(p) and stop. 

2. U_Hull(S) where U_Hull(S) is 
begin(U_Hull) 
• If the total size of the problem ((n/2d) • number of subproblems) at the dth stage is ~< n / l o g n  

then go to 3 (note that the total size refers to a global count of the sizes of all the subproblems 
at stage d and is not local to the recursive invocation of U_Hull); 
Else 
(a) Pair up the unpaired points in S. 
(b) Find an approximate median m of the slopes of the lines defined by the pairs. 
(c) Find the upper hull vertex Pm with a tangent of slope m; 

Print(pro). 
(d) Compute Sleft = {P E S I x ( p )  < X(pm) }, Sright ---- {P E S i x ( p  ) > X(pm) }. 
(e) Discard points from Sleft (respectively Sright) that are right (respectively left) end points of 

pairs with slope less (respectively greater) than m. 
(f) If Sleft is not empty then U-Hull(Slat). 
(g) If Sright is not empty then U-Hull(Sright). 

end(U_Hull). 
3. Solve each subproblem directly using any of (n, log n) algorithms [1,5,6,33]. 

The correctness of algorithm U_Hull follows from [9]. The processors executing print(p0 statements 
write 1 in the respective cells of an array A and attach the respective point with it. This array, together 
with the output of solving the subproblems directly, is later compressed to give the output vertices in 
order. 

2.2. Analysis 

L e m m a  2.1. The maximum (minimum) of  n elements can be found in O(log logn)  time using 
n / log log n CRCW processors. 
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Lemma 2.2 [19]. There is a CRCW algorithm that finds an element with rank k such that n/3 >~ k >>. 
2n/3 with processor-time complexity ( n / log log n, log log n). 

Lemma  2.3 [19]. Interval Allocation with o(1) padding factor and c-approximate prefix sum (c = 
o(1)) can be done deterministically in O(log log n) steps using n /  log log n CRCW processors. 

Remark.  The above implies that processor allocation can be done in the same bounds. 

Observation 2.1. At every stage, each subproblem has at least one output vertex. 

Lemma 2.4. The size of the problem reduces to n~ log n after O(max{log log n, log H}) stages. 

Remark.  In order to keep the notations simpler, we assume all logarithms are taken to base 3/2 in 
this lemma. 

Proof. Let N denote the number of subproblems after O(max{log log n, log H}) stages. Since every 
subproblem has at least one output vertex therefore N ~< H. 
Case 1. H <~ log n, then total size after 2 log log n stages is 

n n n 
- - - H ~ <  - - .  

(3/2)21og log ~ - N ~< l°g 2 n logn 

Case 2. H ~ log n, then total size after 2 log H stages is 
n n n 

- -  [ ]  
(3/2)21og H • N ~ ~--~" H ~< l o g n  

Using Lemma 2.1 Steps 1 and 2(c) and using Lemma 2.2 Step 2(b) can be done in O(log log n) time 
using n/log log n processors. The number of surviving subproblems can be found at every step using 
(approximate) prefix sum. Hence every stage requires O(log log n) time with n/log log n processors. 
By Brent's slow-down lemma every stage can be done in O(log n) time with n/log n processors. In 
the end the problem can be solved directly in O(log n) time with n/log n processors. 

Lemma 2.5. The convex hull of n points in a plane can be constructed in O(log n. (log H + l o g  log n)) 
time using O(n/ logn) CRCW processors. For H >>, log ~ n, c > 0, this is optimal. 

2.3. Optimal algorithm for all H 

We will now exploit the slow-down technique further to make this algorithm work-optimal for all 
output sizes. Since every level of recursion takes O(log log n) steps with n/log log n processors, each 
level will take no more than O(log log Ni + N~/P) steps with P processors, where Ni is the total 
size of subproblems after i stages. Recall that, from Lemma 2.3, a global processor allocation takes 
O(log log n) steps. From Lemma 2.4, Ni = O(n/log n) after i ~> f~(log log n + log H) levels. 

Thus with an additional O(n) work (for computing the hull of n/log n points), the algorithm finishes 
in a further n / P  steps for P <~ n~ log n. After O(log log n + log H) steps the total work done is 

O(log log n+log H) 

Z [O(N~)]=O(nlogH) forP<~n/ loglogn.  
i=1 
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This follows from the work-bound of Chan et al.'s [9] algorithm. The total time-bound is 

O( log log 2 n + log log n - l o g  H)  + 1 / P  ~ O(N~) 
i 

= O( log log 2 n + log log n .  log H)  + O(n log H/P). (1) 

Using P = n~ log n, in Eq. (1), the time-complexity is O(log n log H).  Thus we can formalize our 
result as follows. 

Theorem 2.1. The convex hull of n points in a plane can be constructed in O(log n log H) time using 
n/  log n processors in a deterministic CRCW PRAM. 

Remark. Using P = n log H/ ( log  n log log n), the time complexity can be be improved to O(log n .  
log log n) for large H. Since we do not know H in advance, this bound will be hard to achieve in 
practice. 

3. Randomized algorithm 

We present a randomized algorithm which solves the dual equivalent of the convex hull problem 
namely intersection of half-planes. The convex hull problem is well known to be equivalent to the 
problem of finding the intersection of half-planes (for details, see [17,32,33]). 

Let us denote the input set of half-planes by S and their intersection by P(S). The idea is to construct 
the intersection of a random sample R of r half-planes and filter out the redundant half-planes, i.e., 
the half-planes which do not participate in P(S). Without loss of generality, we can assume that the 
origin lies inside the intersection. Let hi,  h 2 , . . . ,  h,. be the vertices of the intersection in a cyclic order. 
Consider the triangles of the form Ohlh2 (0 being the origin), which we call regions. These will be 
intersected by a number of half-planes that were not chosen in the sample. In this paper, we shall say 
that a half-plane intersects a region if its bounding line intersects the region. 

We delete the half-planes that do not intersect any region containing at least one output point (see 
Figs. 1 and 2). Consider a region that does not contain any output point. Clearly, only one half-plane 
is useful in this region, which is either the bounding half-plane of the region, which we retain, or some 
half-plane that intersects the region internally (and hides all other half-planes). Such a half-plane must 
intersect at least one of the regions containing an output point and is therefore retained. In Fig. 3, 
the half-plane P hides all other half-planes in the regions Oh2h3 and Oh3h4 but the region which it 
intersects in the extreme left, namely Ohlh2, and in the extreme right, namely Oh4h5, contain output 
points. 

The above procedure is repeated on the reduced problem. 
To prove any interesting result we must determine how quickly the problem size decreases. Let 

H(R) denote the set of regions induced by a sample R and let H*(R) denote the set of regions 
that contains at least one output point. We will denote the set of half-planes intersecting a region 
ZI E H(R) by L(A) and its cardinality IL(A)I by l(Zl). L(A)  will also be referred to as the conflict 
list of ,4 and l(Zl), its conflict size. We will use the following results related to bounding the size of 
the reduced problem. 
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redundant 

h2 

h 

0 
sector containing an output point 

Fig. 1. Region containing at least one output vertex. 

h2 

h 

undant 

0 sector not containing an output point 

Fig. 2. Region with no output vertices. 

h3 

O 

Fig. 3. Half-plane P will be retained because of regions hi and hs that contain output vertices. 
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Lemma 3.1 [13,33]. For some suitable constant k and large n, 

Pr[  Z l (A)>.kn]  ~<1/4, 
L AEH(R) 

where probability is taken over all possible choices of random sample R. 

The above lemma gives a bound on the size of the union of the conflict lists. The following gives 
a bound on the maximum conflict size. 

Lemma 3.2 [13,26]. For some suitable constant kl and large n, 

Pr[Acrn~(xR) I(A ) ~> kl(n/r) logr] <. 1/4, 

where probability is taken over all possible choices of random sample R such that IRI -- r, 

A sample is "good" if it satisfies the properties of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 simultaneously. From 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 a sample is good with probability at least 1/2. We can actually do better as the 
following lemma shows. 

Lemma 3.3. We can find a sample R which satisfies both Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 simultaneously with 
high probability. Moreover, this can be done in O(log r) time and O(n log r) work with high probability. 

Proof. This is done using Resampling and Polling. For details see Appendix A. [] 

Since IH*(R)I ~< H, a good sample clearly satisfies the following property also. 

Lemma 3.4. For a good sample R, 

E l ( A ) = O ( n H l o g r / r ) ,  

where IRI - -  r and H*(R) is the set of all regions that contain at least one output point. 

This will be used repeatedly in the analysis to estimate the non-redundant half-planes whenever 
H <, r / logr .  

Remark.  We can actually find a sample that satisfies a stronger property than Lemma 3.4, namely the 
sum can be bounded by O(nH/r).  This matches the bound of Clarkson and Shor [13] and it can be 
done in the same time bounds of Lemma 3.3 by using the two level sampling procedure of Chazelle 
and Friedman [ 11 ]. 

3.1. Algorithm 

Our algorithm works iteratively. Let ni (respectively ri) denote the size of the problem (respectively 
sample size) at the ith iteration with nl = n. Repeat the following procedure until ri > n c (this 
condition guarantees that the sample size is never too big) or ni < n e for some fixed e between 0 
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and 1. If ni < n E then find out the intersection of ni half-planes directly using Lemma 3.5 else do 
one more iteration and find out the intersection of n~+l half-planes directly using Lemma 3.5. 

The following is a description of the ith iteration of the algorithm. 

Rand-Hull 
1. Use the procedure of Lemma 3.3 to choose a "good" sample R of size ri = constant for i = 1 and 

2 f o r / >  1 r i -  1 
2. Find out the intersection of half-planes of R. 
3. Filter out the redundant half-planes as follows. 

(a) (i) For every half-plane find out the regions that it intersects. 
(ii) If the sum, taken over all the half-planes, of the number of regions intersecting a half-plane 

is O(n) then continue else go to 1. 
(b) Compute H* (R) as follows. 

For every region A do the following: 
(i) Find out the half-planes intersecting A and assign as many processors to it (see Lemma 3.1 

and Step 3a(ii) above). 
(ii) Consider the points of intersection of the bounding lines of half-planes with the radial edges 

of the region. If the points closest to the origin belong to the same line then A ~ H* (R) 
else A E H*(R) .  

(c) Delete a half-plane if it does not belong to UACH*(R) L(A). 
4. The set of half-planes for the next iteration is UAcH*(R) L(A) and its size is 

hi+l= U L ( A ) .  
AEH*(R) 

Increment i and go to 1. 

3.2. Analysis 

We begin by stating some of the results that will be used for analyzing the algorithm Rand-Hull in 
the previous section. 

3.2.1. Background 

Lemma 3.5 [36]. With p = nk  (k 

constructed in O(log n~ log k) steps. 

> 1), the convex hull of  n points in two dimensions can be 

Remark.  By duality, the above lemma holds for the problem of finding the intersection of half-planes. 

Lemma  3.6 [33]. The maximum (minimum) of  n elements can be determined in constant time with 
high probability using n CRCW PRAM processors. 

The following three problems arise in the context of processor reallocation and compaction in our 
parallel algorithm. 
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Definition. For all n, m c N and A ~> 1, the m-color semisorting problem of size n and with slack ,k 
is the following. Given n integers Xl, .. •, x• in the range 0 , . . . ,  m, compute n non-negative integers 
Yl, • . . ,  Yn (the placement of xi) such that 
(1) all the xi of the same colour are placed in contiguous locations (not necessarily consecutive). 
(2) max{yj: 1 ~ < j ~ < n } = O ( ~ n ) .  

Definition. For all n E N interval allocation problem is the following. Given n non-negative integers 
x l , . . . ,  xn, compute n non-negative integers Yl, • • •, Yn (the starting addresses of intervals of size xi) 
such that 
(1) for all i, j ,  the block of size xi starting at Yi does not overlap with the block of size xj  starting 

at yj. 
(2) max{yj: 1 ~< j ~< n} = O(~-~ i xi). 

Definition. Given n elements, of which only d are active, the problem of approximate compaction is 
to find the placement for the active elements in an array of size O(d). 

Lemma  3.7 [7]. There is a constant e > 0 such that for  all given n, k E N,  n-color semisorting 
problem of  size n and with slack O(log (k) n) can be solved on a CRCW PRAM using O(k) time, 

O(n log (k) n) processors and O(n log (k) n) space with probability at least 1 - 2 -n~. Alternatively, it 

can be done in ()(t) steps, ~ >~ log*n using n i t  processors. 
The problems of  interval allocation and approximate compaction can also be solved in the same 

bounds. 

3.2.2. Overview 
We assume the availability of linear number of processors. Our result relies heavily on the result of 

Lemma 3.4. The idea is to reduce the size of the problem to n e, for some e, 0 < e < 1. Lemma 3.4 
tells us that if r = f~(H2), the problem size can be reduced quickly. Notice that a large sample size 
reduces the problem size faster but increases the time for each iteration. Hence we must achieve a 
balance between the number of iterations and the time spent in each iteration. For the purpose of 
analyzing we divide our algorithm in three phases. 

Initial phase. Initially we start with a sample of constant size and keep squaring it until it is f~(H2). 
Until now we cannot guarantee any reduction in the problem size. However, since the sample sizes 
are small we do not spend too much time in this phase (O(log H) time). 

Main phase. We keep squaring the sample size in subsequent iterations thereby achieving a good 
reduction in the problem size until the problem size has reduced to n ~. 

Terminating phase. Solve the problem directly. 

Since our sample size is never too large (ri ~< n~), Step 2 can be done in constant time using 
Lemma 3.5 in each iteration. From Lemma 3.6, Step 3(b)(ii) can be done in constant time. The 
regions that a half-plane intersects can be obtained in O(log r / l o g  k) time using k processors. In the 
initial phase when no significant reduction in problem size is achieved there is no processor advantage, 
hence each iteration takes O(log r) time and hence a total of O(log H) time (a geometric series with 
O(log H) leading term). In the main phase, because of significant processor advantage this step takes 
constant time in each iteration. 
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Processor allocation and approximate compaction (last steps) can be done in O(log* n) time in each 
iteration (Lemma 3.7). 

2 i As ri = r I , the initial phase requires O( log logH)  iterations and the main phase requires 
O(log log n) iterations. 

Hence the total time is O(log H + log* n .  log log H)  for the initial phase and O(log* n-  log log n) 
for the main phase. 

Using some additional techniques and more careful analysis we will be able to eliminate the ex- 
tra O(log* n) factor from the main phase. Hence total time for the main phase is O( log logn)  for 
sufficiently large n. 

The terminating phase can be shown to take O(log H)  time. 

3.2.3. Detailed analysis 
We will now present the details of the analysis. Let l be the iteration in which the sample size of 

~ ( H  2) is achieved for the first time. Then 
• Initial phase: i <, 1 ~ ni = O(n).  
• Main phase is analyzed as two sub-phases: 

1 < i ~< l + log log log n ~ ni = 0 (n log H / H  2~-~), 

i > 1 + log log log n ~ ni < O ( n / l o g  n). 

Steps 3(a)(ii), 3(b)(i) and 3(c) will be implemented using procedures for Interval allocation and 
Semisorting. The problem of deleting half-planes can be reduced to compaction which can be ap- 
proximated using the procedure for approximate compaction. From Lemma 3.7, Steps 3(a)(ii), 3(b)(i) 
and 3(c) can be done in O(t) steps (t >~ log* n) using n / t  processors or in constant time using 
n log n processors. Below we describe procedures to check for the condition in Step 3(a)(ii) and do 
Step 3(b)(i). 

In Step 3(a)(i) each half-plane finds the regions it intersects. This gives pairs (Pi, sj) (half-plane 
Pi intersects region sj)  whose number is bounded by O(n) from Lemma 3.1. We call sj the color 
of Pi. Notice that the regions that a half-plane intersects are contiguous and therefore we only need 
to store the left-end region and right-end region (say in clockwise order) with every half-plane, say 
in an array C. Clearly, we can also store the number of regions that a half-plane intersects. Now 
think of C[i] as a request for memory cells. Solve the problem of interval allocation for C. If any 
processor tries to use an index beyond kn  (for an appropriately chosen constant k), the condition in 
Step 3(a)(ii) must have been violated. Then discontinue interval allocation and repeat the procedure. 
After assigning C[i] processors to the ith half-plane and completing interval allocation, we can put 
(Pi, s j)  pairs in an array (call it A) of size O(n). 

Apply r-color (for sample size r) semisorting algorithm on A. It will put all the half-planes in- 
tersecting a given region together, with possible blanks, in another array, say/3 ,  of O(n) size. From 
Lemma 3.7 Steps 3(a)(ii) and 3(b)(i) can be done in O(t) steps, t ~> log* n, using n / t  processors or 
in constant time using n log n processors. 

Assume that we have an array D of half-planes, of size O(n). With each region we have a number 
of processors associated (assigned in Step 3(b)(i)), one for each intersecting half-plane. Each of these 
processors knows whether its region contains an output point or not. If a processor is associated with a 
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region containing an output point and with the half-plane Pi then it writes 1 in the ith cell of D. Now 
problem of deleting the half-planes is reduced to the problem of compaction which can be approximated 
within a constant factor using approximate compaction. This takes O(t) steps (t ~> log* n) using n / t  
processors or constant time using n log log n processors (Lemma 3.7). 

Therefore, all steps except 3(a)(i) (finding the intersections) take 

O(log* n) time for i ~< l, (2) 

O(log* n) time for 1 < i ~< 1 + log log log n, and (3) 

O(1) time for i > l + log log log n. (4) 
2 i As ri = r~ , l ~< log log H and as ri < n c for 0 < e < 1, the maximum number of iterations is 

O(log log n). Thus total time over all iterations for all steps except Step 3(a)(i) is 

O(log* n( loglog H + log log logn)  + log log n) = O(log* n l o g l o g H  + loglog n). (5) 

The regions that a half-plane intersects can be found out using a locus based searching scheme in 
O ( l o g r / l o g k )  time using k processors by Lemma 4.1 of [36]. Thus Step 3(a)(i) can be done in 
O(logri)  time for i < l and in O ( l o g r i / l o g ( n / n i ) )  time for i > I. By Lemma 3.4, 

n H  log r i -  1 
ni < e for some constant c 

Ti--1 

ri-1 > f ~ ( ~ / l o g r i _ , )  for i > 1 
n / n i  > cH log r i -  1 

as r i - I  = ~ ( H  2) or H = 0 ( ~ ) .  By using ri = r21  , the above inequality implies that 
l o g r i / l o g ( n / n i )  is constant for i > 1. Thus Step 3(a)(i) can be done in constant time for i > I. 
Hence total time for Step 3(a)(i) is 

E O(log r i ) +  Z O(1). (6) 
i<.l i>l 

The first term, a geometric series with O(log H)  as the leading term, is O(log H)  and the second 
term is clearly O(log log n). 

Let the terminating condition be satisfied in the tth iteration. If nt < n ~, then computing the 
intersection of nt half-planes takes constant time. Otherwise, if n ~ < rt < nt or n E < nt < rt then 
we have the following. 

Let c be < 1/2. Clearly, rt-1 < n ~ and rt < n 2c. Hence we can afford to do one more iteration 
within the same bounds. Now, 

nt+l = O(nt  H log r t / r t  ) = O(n t  H(Ze log n) /nZ)  = 0 (n 1-¢/2H). 

If H < n e/4 then nt+l is O(n 1-~/4) and hence computing the intersection of nt+l half-planes will 
take constant time. Otherwise, if H > n z/4 then nothing can be said about nt or nt+l except that 
nt+l = O(n). Hence computing the intersection of nt+l half-planes takes O(log n) time which is 
O(log H)  (since H > he~4). 

Hence we have the following lemma. 

L e m m a  3.8. The convex hull of  n points in two dimensions can be constructed in O(max{log H, 
log logn})  time with high probability using a linear number o f  CRCW processors. 
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Remark. For log H -- f~(log log n), this attains the ideal O(log H)  running time with n processors. 

Next, we will use the standard slow-down method to make the algorithm more efficient for all 
values of H. That is, we use p = nip  processors where p = log log n, instead of n processors. We 
will use approximate compaction to distribute processors evenly in Step 3(c) of the algorithm. 

In the initial phase, the processor allocation and approximate compaction can be done in O(log log n) 
time and remaining steps take O(log log n . log r~) time (by Brent's slow-down lemma) in each iteration. 
The total time for this phase is thus O(log log n .  log H).  

In the main phase second part (i.e., n~ <~ n/ log n), p />  n~ log log ni, so by Lemma 3.7 each step 
still takes constant time. In the first part (i.e., ni > n/log n), processor allocation and approximate 
compaction can be done in O(max{log* n, ni/p}) time. So in Eq. (3), log* n is replaced with p/H 2j-jq- 
log* n for 0 < j ~< log log log n (j = i - 1). Recall that l is the iteration in which the sample size of 
~ ( H  2) is achieved for the first time. 

Hence, total time for all the steps except 3(a)(i) is 

Z l ° g l ° g n  + Z [ p /Hz j - j  + log* n] + Z O(1) 
i<<.l i=l+j: 0<j~<log log log n /> /+ log  log log n 

= O(log log n -  log log H).  

To find out the intersecting regions we analyze two cases separately, namely when n~ > p and when 
n~ ~< p. Then this step takes 
• O((n~/p)logri) time when ni >~ p by work-load distribution. The running time for this phase is 

thus bounded by 

Z p logri  = O( log logn)  as ni = O(n/H~-~-( ' - l ) ) .  
i>l 

• O(log ri/log(p/ni)) time when ni < p due to processor advantage. Then 

n i ~- O (/2 i -  1H log ri-11r~_ 1) = O (pH log r i -11ri-1)  

=~ p / n i = ~ ( r i _ , / H l o g r i _ l )  = ~ ' ~ ( ~ / r i - 1  ). 

So O(log ri/log(p/n~)) above is constant. 
Strictly speaking, we must also add to this the time for processor-allocation but it has already been 
accounted for in the previous calculations. 

The time-bound for the terminating phase gets multiplied by at most p. Hence, we have the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 3.1. The convex hull of n points in two dimensions can be constructed in O(log H.  log log n) 
expected time and O(n log H) operations with high probability in a CRCW PRAM model where H is 
the number of points on the hull. 

4. Remarks and open problems 

We presented a class of output-sensitive parallel algorithms for planar hulls that are work optimal 
and run in polylog time. For small output sizes, we presented an algorithm that improves upon the 
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worst-case optimal algorithms in time bound. The fastest (randomized) algorithm is work-optimal 
using a linear number of processors for a large range of output size, namely H /> log ~ n. Recall 
that, for uniform distribution, the expected output size is about log n. For very small output sizes, 
our algorithms are work-optimal although the time complexity does not match the "ideal" bound 
of O(log H) time using n processors. It may be noted that ~(log log n) is a lower bound for any 
deterministic parallel algorithm for convex hulls (using n processors) since it can be used for extremal 
selection; however the same may not be true for randomized algorithms. The other issue is that of 
speeding up the algorithms further using a superlinear number of processors. From [36], the lower 
bound in such cases is ~( log H~ log k) for k .  n processors where k > 1. This appears to be a very 
challenging theoretical problem. 

Some of the ideas presented in this paper are applicable to the problem in three dimensions. In 
[23], the authors present a randomized O(log log2n log H)  expected time optimal algorithm for 3-D 
hulls. Amato et al. [3] have developed an O(log 3 n) time, optimal O(n log H) work algorithm for 
3-D hulls in the EREW model. The results of the randomized algorithm can be made to hold with 
n-exponential probability by taking a larger number of samples, namely n ~ for a suitable ~ < 1 for 
the Resampling step. The remaining (randomized) sub-routines used in the algorithm are known to 
execute with n-exponential probability. 
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Appendix A 

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Select O(log n) samples. We know that one of them is "good" with high 
probability. Consider a sample Q. Check it against a randomly chosen sample of size n~ log n of the 
input half-planes for the condition of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Checking condition of Lemma 3.1 is as 
given in [33]. We explain below how to check for condition of Lemma 3.2. 

For every region A defined by Q do in parallel. Our procedure works for r = o(n/log 2 n). 
Let A(B) be the number of half-planes of the n/log n sampled half-planes intersecting with A 

and let X(A) be the total number of half-planes intersecting with A. Let X ( A )  > c ~ log 2 n for some 
constant c ~ - the condition of Lemma 3.3 holds trivially for the other case. By using Chernoff's bounds 
for binomial random variables, L(A) = k l (A(A) log  n) and U(A)  = kz(A(A)log n) are lower and 
upper bounds, respectively, for X ( A )  with high probability, for some constants hi and k2. Each region 
reports whether to "accept" or to "reject" a sample as follows for some constant k. 
• Reject a sample if L(A) > k(n/r) log r (X(A)  ~> L(A) > k(n/r) log r). 
• Accept a sample if U(A) ~< k(n/r)log r (X(AI) <~ U(A) <~ k(n/r)log r). 
• If L(A) <~ k(n/r) log r ~< U(A) then accept a sample (X(A)/k(n/r) log r <~ U(A)/L(A), which 

is a constant). 
• If any region reports "reject" a sample then reject the sample. 
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For sample size r, the entire procedure runs in O(log r) steps using n processors after building a data- 
structure of size r e in O(log r) time, where c is a fixed constant (see [34] for details of the construction). 
Ensuring that r e <<, n ,  gives us the required bounds. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. [] 
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